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Prepare to be Enlightened
 

Cutting edge technology, super tough downlights, new architectural designs and
more! RL Vanstory's line card continues to grow with new manufacturers and all
new products from some of your favorites. Continue reading below to learn more

about new lighting solutions offered by RL Vanstory!

Acuity Brands’ DC2DC architecture provides for distributed DC power to a LED lighting
system, enhancing its efficiency by eliminating the need and cost to convert AC to DC
power at the luminaire, and facilitating the installation and commissioning of lighting

controls. 

Intrinsically more efficient

Savings on Design and Installation

ROI on continuing operations

Design for Sustainable and Well-
being applications

Up to 10% greater fixture efficiency

Eliminates the need for power packs,
j-boxes, and conduit to luminaires.

Enables reconfiguration and
customization of lighting control
zones without rewiring.

Eliminated materials generate a
reduction in construction carbon
footprint.

Click here to learn more about DC2DC Technology from Acuity

https://rlvanstory.com/
https://www.acuitybrands.com/
https://www.acuitybrands.com/-/media/abl/acuitybrands/files/resources/dc2dc/dc2dc-classroom-brochure.pdf?forcebehavior=open
https://www.acuitybrands.com/resources/featured-technologies/dc2dc
https://luminaireled.acuitybrands.com/
https://ocl.com/
https://www.scottarchlighting.com/
http://www.hemeralighting.com/


The all-new Vandal Resistant Downlight from Luminaire
LED

The VRDL is up to the task in a wide range of high abuse
environments.

IK10 and IP66 rated, Certified NS2F Healthcare approved.

4" and 6" formats with available "mud-in" flangeless solution
for a pure architectural solution.

Warm Dim, tunable white, amber and red options, creating
a calm and comforting environment in difficult situations.

Ligature Resistant

5 different finish options

nLight and nLight air compatible

Click to learn more about the VRDL from Luminaire LED

Introducing the Neo Pendant from OCL
Architectural Lighting

Neo’s fully luminous shade provides visual presence with
soft, uniform illumination, and optimal 60/40

distribution. Its curved, attractive, optical design supplies
outstanding efficacy and visual comfort with minimal

glare.

Impact resistant - rugged & robust
diffuser construction withstands
bumps, hits & strikes.

18”, 24”, and 36" diameters

Available in 80+ CRI and 90+ CRI

Field replaceable LEDs and drivers

3 step LED binning

Surface luminance of < 1600 cd m/2 -
can contribute to WELL and LEED
specifications.

Click here to learn more about the Neo Pendant from OCL

http://vrdl.luminaireled.acuitybrands.com/
https://ocl.com/product/neo_pendant/?utm_campaign=Neo Product Launch&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=231166820&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--hobnkxnY7kRkEVnUWZKKPWdx-L09EZctYm6XGWPTakfgjmg3TUEm02_4t7ueitLBONULvpoS2VxNKhY4rRgHDEIwS4vClli-7VcGoe0acheoZHQY&utm_content=231166820&utm_source=hs_automation#lg=3&slide=9


Introducing Vaso from Scott Architectual Lighting - SAL's
first small-scale cylindrical LED Downlight.

The VASO utilizes the latest in LED downlight tech, with (3) Mid-power LEDs mounted to a central
board with high-efficiency acrylic lensing. Available in narrow, medium and wide beam spreads, the

downlight at 12W delivers over 1500 Lumens in the beam.  
Available in 7 different finishes, as well as custom painted and powder coated colors!

Click here to learn more about the VASO from SAL.

EOS Collection

The new E3S and E4S include solid aluminum bars with linear low profile in standard sizes

of 20", 36", 48", and 72" while providing an abundance of light.

With its Linear low profile and discrete suspension that allows you to create your own
design while offering a boost of light.

https://www.scottarchlighting.com/s2a95/


Click here to learn more about the EOS Collection from Hemera

  
Sincerely,

Richard (Rich) Vanstory, Jr.
Owner/Principal
rvanstoryjr@rlvanstoryco.net
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